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Otis Williams is Hoffman Transport, Inc.’s July Driver of the Month.  Otis started with 
us in early 2016 and has been a great fit.  Otis is a safe and very dependable driver.  If 
you see Otis on the yard or at a customer, please congratulate him.   

 

Otis, please stop up and see Safety for a special “Thank You” from Hoffman Transport.   

Otis Williams 
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*It is the DRIVERS responsibility to get a 
copy of your new license to Safety before it 
expires. Failure to do this WILL result in 
discipline.  

COOPER MATTHEW  July 28 

DIB JASON  July 10 

JOLICOEUR JOHN  July 07 

MILLER ANGELIA  July 07 

PATEREK FRANK  July 23 

ROBERTS KENNETH  H.  July 27 

SHORTER ERIC  July 26 

WOLF III MERLE  July 14 

YOUNG CARL  July 02 

REITZ TIMOTHY  July 29 

BRAGER BRIDGET  July 29 

CORDELL DEVIN  July 28 

DAVY RAYMOND 1 YEAR 

DUMAS PHILIP 9 YEARS 

KEENEY ROSS 1 YEAR 

STAHL KENNETH 1 YEAR 

WHITTINGTON BRIAN 4 YEARS 

WILLIAMS KEITH 1 YEAR 

Current Expiration Name Appt Date & Time 

08/05/17 Miller, Angela 7/21/2017 4:30 

08/12/17 Fickes, Art 7/19/2017 4:00 

08/15/17 Woods, William 7/17/2017 8:15 

08/24/17 Gesin, Dennis  8/14/2017 8:00 

08/29/17 Shenk, Al 8/11/2017 2:00 

08/31/17 Wieland, Aaron 8/18/2017 2:00 

Jolicoeur, John 07/07/17 
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 Obey ALL Posted Speed Limits when going through Toll Plazas.  BestPass 
(EZ-Pass) monitors speeds and will suspend a truck’s privilege with EZ-Pass for 
speed violations. 

 

 Make sure you always have a paper log book with you and the Peoplenet 
Driver Reference Guide.  DOT is now asking for these items during inspections 
and will fine you for not having them. 

 

 Turn in ALL receipts (fuel, lumper, washout, scale) with your paperwork. 

 

 Fuel ALL reefers (loaded and empty) before you drop on the yard. 

 

  *Check Fuel Levels on Running Reefers before you leave the yard.  If 
     not Full, please fuel before you leave. 

 

 Armada-McDonalds loads must be sealed. 

 

 Local Drivers Hauling Containers – Make sure you are putting zip ties on all 
four corners of the container you are hauling (Loaded and Empty). 

 

 Please put your TRIP NUMBER on every piece of paperwork that you turn 
in.  (Bills of Lading, fuel tickets, lumper forms, lumper receipts, etc.)  

 

 We also participate in a Random program.  If we tell you it is your time to go, 
it is your time to go.  It is law.  There is nothing you or we can do about it.  Do 
the screen and bring us back our copy of the paperwork.  If you do not do the 
screen, it is a REFUSAL. It is done at random by the Health Department.  We get 
a list. We do not pick out or pick on anyone.  It is truly RANDOM.  
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Medical Cards 
As we are all aware a CDL Driver is required to get a physical to ensure that they are healthy enough to drive.  For years I 
saw that almost everyone was issued a 2 year medical card.  Things are changing.  The FMCSA has tightened up their 
belts and started to enforce the medical field to actually pay attention to the testing and conduct the testing the way it was     
designed to do from the beginning.  The following is some information on two topics that are more common in you not   
getting a 2-year medical card.   

 

Hypertension (High Blood Pressure) 

High blood pressure is a common condition in which the long-term force of the blood against your artery walls is high 
enough that it may eventually cause health problems, such as heart disease.  Below is the FMCSA guideline of how your 
medical card is affected by your readings. 

A driver with a diagnosis of hypertension on treatment should have at least an annual certification. 
A CMV driver with a Blood pressure (BP) 140/90 may be certified for 2 years. 
 

First time BP elevated: 
Stage 1 - BP 140-159/90-99 Certification Period 1 year 
Stage 2 - BP 160-179/100-109 Certification Period 3 months as one time certification. Within the 3 months, if the blood 
pressure is below 140/90, the driver may receive 1 year certification. 
Stage 3 - BP Reading >180/110 Disqualified. When the blood pressure is less than 140/90, the driver can be certified at 6 
month intervals. 

 

Sleep Apnea 
Sleep apnea is a potentially serious sleep disorder in which breathing repeatedly stops and starts. You may have sleep 
apnea if you snore loudly, and you feel tired even after a full night's sleep. 
 

Sleep apnea not only causes problems on the roads for commercial motor vehicle drivers, it also leads to an increase in 
blood pressure, a major contributor to heart disease – the nation’s number one killer. Studies suggest that people with 
sleep apnea are twice as likely to have high blood pressure as those without the disorder. 

Sleep apnea is a serious, potentially life threatening condition. It is characterized by brief interruptions of breathing during 
sleep, causing a disruption in sleep. These breathing pauses are nearly always accompanied by snoring, though not   
everyone who snores has the condition. Sleep apnea can also be characterized by choking sensations. The lack of      
oxygen to the heart and brain can significantly increase a person’s risk of heart disease (particularly coronary heart      
disease and heart failure), high blood pressure (hypertension) and stroke. The frequent interruptions of deep, restorative 
sleep often leads to excessive daytime sleepiness and performance problems such as drowsy driving. 

Types of Sleep Apnea 

There are two types of sleep apnea, obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and central sleep apnea. 

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), by far the most common, is caused by the soft tissues in the back of the throat relaxing to 
the point that they obstruct or close off the airway. After 10–30 seconds, the brain is alerted, you awaken briefly, and the 
muscles regain their tone, allowing you to breathe again. The cycle then starts all over. People with sleep apnea are not 
aware of these very brief awakenings! 

In central sleep apnea, the brain fails to send signals to the muscles that control your breathing, instructing you to inhale 
and exhale. Both types of apnea cause the level of carbon dioxide in your blood to rise. The rising carbon dioxide, the 
lowered oxygen levels, or perhaps the increased effort to breathe against a blockage prompts you to breathe again and 
possibly awaken. 
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It is estimated that as many as 18 million Americans have sleep apnea. It appears that commercial truck and motor 
coach drivers might be at higher risk of having this potentially life-threatening disorder. A study conducted by the        
University of Pennsylvania and sponsored by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) and the        
American Transportation Research Institute of the American Trucking Associations found that almost one-third            
(28 percent) of commercial truck drivers have mild to severe sleep apnea.  The study found that the risk of having sleep 
apnea depended on two major factors, age and degree of obesity, with prevalence increasing with both. 

Sleep apnea affects people of all ages and genders. However, there are factors which may put some at greater risk    
including: 
 

 A family history of sleep apnea. 

 Being overweight. 

 Having a large neck (17 inches or greater for men, 16 inches or greater for women). 

 Being 40 years of age or older. 

 Having a small upper airway. 

 Having a recessed chin, small jaw, or a large overbite. 

 Smoking and alcohol use. 

 Ethnicity. 

If you suspect that you or a loved one has hypertension or sleep apnea talk to them about getting a check up from a 
qualified physician. 

Why the above are so common and what can YOU do to help avoid hypertension and sleep 
apnea?   

First of all you are not alone.  1 in 4 of us has one or both of the above issues.  The technology world we live in has 
made us all more sedentary.   Less activity was bound to put all of us at risk for the above. 

Make small changes to the life you have been living that are no longer working for you.  As my mother said “You can do 
all that you want to before your 40 but once you are 40 your body will let you know what you were doing wrong”.   

Here are some small ideas to get started on a healthier you: 

1. Take a short 15 minute brisk walk. 
2. One driver shared with me that he has resistance bands in his truck and uses them when he is out on the road.  

They take up very little space and are affordable. 
3. Exchange an unhealthy food for a healthy food item.  Water for soda or an apple instead of chips. 

  

     In my own home my husband had to deal with some of these very issues. He had issues with high blood       

pressure.  He took the warning seriously and started a small exercise program on his own.  No gyms, no fancy 

equipment, just good old fashion back to the basics workout.  Push-ups, high knee lifts, bicep curls, etc.  His workout 

is no more than 25 minutes when he does it.  Along with exercise he has added more veggies and fruits to his diet.  

These small changes made big changes in his health. His blood pressure, cholesterol levels and his weight are all 

down and he feels healthier.  I know it is not easy, but you can do it.  I encourage all of you to try to do something 

healthy for yourself every day. 

  

Trust me you will see a difference in how you feel.   

Good Luck!  

Bridget 
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Team 1 

* Top10% Top 50% MPG Trk Name 

1 $100.00 $50.00 8.60 333 Wieland, A. 

2  $50.00 7.48 331 Williams, K. 

3  $50.00 7.24 349 Jolicoeur, J. 

4  $50.00 7.18 336 Kelbaugh, E.  

5  $50.00 7.13 350 Stull, J. 

6  $50.00 6.94 339 Dunigan, B. 

7  $50.00 6.91 358 Miller, A. 

8  $50.00 6.88 342 Vaughn, A. 

9  $50.00 6.85 386 Cooper, M. 

10  $50.00 6.81 387 Wolfe, R. 

11  $50.00 6.79 395 Ridley, D. 

12  $50.00 6.78 351 Dejernett, J. 

13  $50.00 6.78 356 Swartz, D. 

Team 2 

* Top10% Top 50% MPG Trk Name 

1  $50.00 8.46 412 Ratliff, D. 

2  $50.00 8.29 405 Fickes, A. 

3  $50.00 8.21 404 Weir, M. 

4  $50.00 8.12 415 Robison, E. 

5  $50.00 8.11 413 Wolf, M. 

6  $50.00 7.99 402 Shives, A. 

Above are the winners for May's Performance Bonus.  Please see Ryan for your         
winnings.   

Team 2 did not have any 10% Winners due to cruise % /performance.     
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Daniel Halpin 

6/19/17 
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(From May 2017) 

Aaron Wieland 

Alan Shives 

Alan Vaughn 

Al Shenk 

Angelia Miller 

Art Fickes 

Bill Dunigan 

Bill Fitz 

Bill Woods 

Brian Whittington 

Charles Carpenter 

Chris Deangelo 

Cliff Harry 

Corey Grantham 

Curtis Brandle 

Daryl Anders 

David Bernhardt 

Dave Krause 

David Ridley 

David Swartz 

Dennis Gesin 

Dennis Ratliff 

Desmond Pantaja 

Dewayne Mills 

Doug Carey 

Doug Ledford 

Dwight Miller 

Earl Skyers 

Eddie Kelbaugh 

Eldin Robison 

Eric Harry 

Eric Shorter 

Frank Eyler 

Frank Paterek 

Gregory Dennis 

Isaac Liton 

James Frankton 

Jason Dib 

Jason Williams 

Jerry McClanahan 

John Jolicoeur 

John Tabler 

Jorge Polar 

Jose Coreas 

Joshua Johnson 

Karl Wenzl 

Keith Williams 

Ken Roberts 

Ken Stahl 

Lamont Foster 

Mark Perry 

Merle Wolf 

Michael Wood 

Mike Weir 

Otis Williams 

Phil Dumas 

Raymond Davy 

Rocky Beam 

Steve Pastore 

Tammie Nuzum 

Tom Cusic 

Tom Pfeiffer 

Wayne Arbogast 

Number of 
Total Drivers 

Number of 
Drivers in each 

category 

Percentage of Drivers 
in Category 

Category 

81 63 78% Violation Free 

81 13 16% Honorable Mention 

81 5 6% Not Applicable 

Carl Young 

Charles Harris 

Drew Vignali 

Edward Hoffman 

James Stull 

Jason Kinna 

Jon Youmans 

Larry Waldis 

Matthew Cooper 

Michael Casto 

Robert Davis 

Ronald Wolfe 

Warren Mongold 
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M  D  X  A  L  Q  C  I  N  C  I  P  Y  D  N  J  C 

 

F  I  R  E  W  O  R  K  S  W  C  W  D  P  B  X  H 

 

M  Q  H  Z  E  C  I  T  S  U  J  P  I  Y  I  I  F 

 

X  I  N  D  E  P  E  N  D  E  N  C  E  F  Q  I  A 

 

Q  T  U  O  K  O  O  C  S  X  Q  U  P  H  M  E  N 

 

N  M  A  J  O  Z  P  S  E  P  I  R  T  S  E  T  D 

 

H  S  C  Y  X  S  D  N  M  E  T  C  T  S  I  E  N 

 

W  Y  F  M  U  O  N  G  J  Y  F  F  G  N  C  E  N 

 

A  L  E  W  K  M  O  D  E  E  R  F  A  L  H  H  Q 

 

H  U  Y  T  Y  Z  R  C  C  S  H  D  A  M  F  L  X 

 

W  J  A  S  A  M  E  B  M  T  D  R  P  L  I  D  F 

 

H  M  D  R  C  R  D  E  R  U  A  J  A  N  C  L  D 

 

I  Y  I  A  N  G  B  U  N  T  Q  G  Z  I  Y  N  Y 

 

T  Z  L  T  C  B  O  E  I  Z  L  U  E  Y  N  A  B 

 

E  S  O  S  L  F  W  O  L  G  S  R  J  F  R  S  D 

 

D  R  H  U  H  D  N  O  R  E  Y  T  R  E  B  I  L 

 

C  C  E  K  G  J  D  P  O  C  C  U  U  G  T  X  P 

 

Blue  Flag  Liberty  

Celebrate  Fourth  Picnic  

Cookout  Freedom  Red  

Day  Holiday  Stars  

Declaration  Independence  Stripes  

Family  July  White  

Fireworks  Justice   
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A big Hoffman THANK YOU goes out to Charles Miller. He received a “Safety 
Star” from World Kitchens on 6/20.  Keep up the great work and we hope to see 
more of these in the future! 
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DOT and Local Police Agencies are focusing more on E-Logs.  Here are some important 
things to watch out for. 

 

 You must have E-Log booklet with you at all times. 

 You must have a spare log book with you at all times. 

 *For the above, you will get a fine for not having them. 

 Anytime you fuel the tractor or reefer, you must flag your fuel stop. This means go On 
Duty Fuel while you are fueling. 

 *No matter if you are fueling on the road or here at the yard, this must be done. 

 When you arrive and depart at customers, you must show On Duty time while checking 
in and checking out. 

 

One other thing to remember, WATCH YOUR SPEED.  If you get pulled over for speeding, 
you are just opening up the possibility for the officer to go through your E-Logs.   

 

Another hot item that DOT and Local Authorities are watching out for is drivers using ear 
buds/earphones while driving.  I have seen fines in PA upwards of $130 for driving while 
wearing one or more headphones or earphones.  Headsets are acceptable.  Ear buds/
Earphones are not.   
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Servings Per Recipe: 12 

 
Crust: 

1 1/2 cups finely crushed graham cracker crumbs  

1/4 cup white sugar  

2 tablespoons unsweetened cocoa powder  

6 tablespoons butter, melted  
 
Filling:  

1 cup cream cheese at room temperature  

1 cup mascarpone cheese at room temperature  

2 teaspoons grated lemon zest  

2 teaspoons lemon juice  

1 teaspoon vanilla extract  

1/3 cup white sugar  

1 1/4 cups cold heavy whipping cream  

20 large fresh strawberries, hulled and halved lengthwise, or as needed  

24 large fresh blueberries, or as needed  
 
 

1. Combine graham cracker crumbs, 1/4 cup sugar, cocoa powder, and melted butter in a bowl until mixture is thoroughly 
combined and crumbly. 
 
2. Transfer crust mixture to a 9x11-inch baking dish. Press crust into bottom of dish until smooth and even. Cover dish with 
plastic wrap and refrigerate until set, about 30 minutes. 
 
3. Mix cream cheese and mascarpone cheese in a bowl until thoroughly combined. Stir in lemon zest, lemon juice, and vanil-
la extract into mixture. 
 
4. Whisk 1/3 cup sugar into whipping cream in a separate metal or glass bowl until the cream is fluffy and forms soft peaks. 
Add whipped cream to the cream cheese mixture and gently whisk until filling is soft, fluffy, and well combined. 
 
5. Spoon filling on top of the graham cracker crust, spreading and smoothing the top. Tap the pan gently on a work surface 
several times to settle the crust and filling. Cover pan tightly with plastic wrap and refrigerate until chilled and set, at least 3 
hours. 
 
6. Starting at the bottom long edge of the cake, arrange strawberry halves in a horizontal line with the pointed bottoms of 
the strawberry halves pointing to the right. Start a second stripe of strawberry halves at the top right of the cake, arranging 
strawberries with the bottoms pointing right in a line stretching about 2/3 of the length of the cake. 
 
7. Continue to make strawberry stripes, starting about 3/4 inch up from the bottom stripe and laying down 3 more stripes 
stretching the full length of the cake. Make 1 more line of strawberries beneath the short stripe to leave a square space for 
the blue field of stars. 
 
8. Lay a line of blueberries with the blossom ends pointing up in the upper left square space. Continue to lay down blueber-
ries in lines, berries touching the previous line, until the square is filled with blueberries. Cut cake into squares to serve. 
 

Prep time: 30m  
Ready In: 3h 30m  


